
• Nuclear data is used in predictive simulations across the 
community

• Improved nuclear data means improved simulations

– larger safety margins

– reduced procedural/operational costs

• Integral benchmarks experiments validate nuclear data

• Validation generally only utilizes keff experiments

• Nuclear data dependence is quantified as sensitivity

• Larger sensitivity → larger impact on nuclear data

– More influence by the uncertainties of the nuclear data

• Benchmark experiments can be optimized to have a larger 
sensitivity

– MCNP previously only capable of direct sensitivity 
estimates for keff

– Other tools face similar limitations

• This work verifies two methods of estimating sensitivities 
in fixed source simulations

Introduction and Motivation

Mission Relevance
• Improvement of nuclear data improves simulations for all 

thrust areas, including warhead verification

First-Order Nuclear Data Sensitivity 

MTV Impact
• Participation in the summer school, workshops, and experiments 

with kg quantities of special nuclear material (SNM)

• Collaboration with national labs
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• Subcritical Copper Reflected α–phase Plutonium (SCRAP) 
Benchmark1

– 17 configurations of 4.5-kg α–phase, weapons-grade 
plutonium sphere surrounded by copper and 
polyethylene
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MCNP Fixed Source Sensitivity Estimates (FSEN)
• A combination of perturbation theory and transport 

equations are used to approximate the sensitivity via 
adjoint weighting.4
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Experiment Geometry

Case 0 Case 16Case 15Case 11

Nuclear data sensitivity profiles of flux averaged over the volume of the plutonium sphere to the 239Pu total, elastic 
scatter, and fission cross sections in Case 0, respectively. 

• Shaded regions represent the manual 
estimates ± 2σ

• Oscillation of manual estimates due to 
perturbation size dependance 

– FSEN and PERT are independent of 
perturbation size

• Max sensitivities occur in higher energy 
range because it is a fast assembly

• Elastic estimates are low due to the low 
likelihood of these reaction occurring  

MCNP Perturbation (PERT) Tool Estimates
• The PERT card of MCNP is used to approximate the 

partial derivative via the first-order differential change 
(ΔR1).3
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Manual Perturbation Estimates
• Nuclear data processing codes, like FRENDY2, are used to 

manual perturb nuclear data and approximate the partial 
derivate via the central difference theorem. 
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• Sensitivity estimates 
across methods 
agree within an 
average of 1σ

• In the future. . .

– Applying these 
methods to 
other tally types

– Optimize the 
manual method 
for perturbation 
size

Conclusion and Future Work

Sensitivity estimates of flux averaged over the volume of the 
plutonium sphere integrated over 0 to 20 MeV. 


